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ABSTRACT
The Testbed Working Group (WG) is one component of the INGR project and will help collaborate with
the existing 5G testbeds to make those available to the IEEE communities (industry & academia) to ease
the deployment of 5G & accelerate the development of next generation network (e.g., 6G). This Testbed
WG will collaborate with the vendor community and research community and thus will expand upon the
existing testbeds towards federated development of testbeds for next generation networks. The working
group has established stronger relationships with IEEE & ITU’s standardization study group.
Some of the key deliverables from the Testbed WG will be the specification and/or standards for
functional testing, rapid prototyping, proof of-concept and other forms of technology evaluation.
Covering various 5G, 6G and other future networking system characteristics at different layers and also
supporting various specific applications such as the Internet of Things (IoT), tactile Internet, and
augmented reality. To deliver the vision of INGR, this WG will inventory types of testbeds available in
various parts of the world and will serve as facilitator for setting up a federated testbed/s that will
provide access to the IEEE community to get access and run experiments. In order to fuel the testbed
evolution, the Testbed WG will continue to hold workshops and go over various 5G and beyond use
case scenarios as well as define the avenue for 6G and beyond networks.
In addition to informing the community on the capabilities and usage modalities of existing testbeds, the
workgroup also aims to solicit contributions and promote discussion on the future experimental
platforms as well as to facilitate discussions on co-development and co-deployment of future
experimental platforms for 5G and beyond.
Key words:
Testbed, standards, testbed federation, 5G and beyond, future networks, roadmap, wireless, private
networks, networks, public networks, connectivity demand patterns, use case validation, and
application-specific performance characteristic, benchmarks, network architectures, deployment, tactile
internet, augmented reality, artificial intelligence, AI, INGR
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INGR ROADMAP
1. INTRODUCTION
This is the 2022 Edition of the IEEE Future Network Generations Roadmap (INGR). This edition is a
high-level perspective and projection of how the industry could evolve, with highlights of common
needs, the challenges to achieving those needs, and the potential solutions to those challenges.
The mission of the INGR is to identify short (~3 years), mid-term (~5 years) and long-term (~10 years)
research, innovation and technology trends in the communications ecosystem. Several working groups
are engaged with roadmap development to guide the IEEE community to maximize its contributions in
conjunction with the wider industry and standards ecosystem. They include:
● Applications and Services
● Deployment
● Edge Automation Platform (EAP)
● Hardware
● Massive MIMO
● Millimeter Wave (mmWave) and Signal Processing
● ML/AI
● Optics
● Satellite
● Security
● Standardization Building Blocks (SBB)
● Systems Optimization
● Connecting the Unconnected
● Testbed
The contributions of the Testbed Working Group are described within this document.

2. 2022 EDITION UPDATE
Considering the recent developments around the world, the working group has identified priorities on
next generation networks’ testbed requirements. End- use devices for both human and machine users are
anticipated to see dramatic changes with emergence of next generation wireless networks. In addition to
the previous requirements, the working group has highlighted requirements and roadmap for end-use
(user equipment) hardware & compatible software as well as candidate spectrum bands for future
networks in Table 1 of this edition.
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3. WORKING GROUP VISION
Testbeds are a critical part of network generation evolution and complements the standards that are
developed. Given the increased complexity of the next generation of communication systems and
skyrocketing development costs, the importance of publicly available testbeds is quickly becoming
critical for researchers and developers to get access to state-of-the-art infrastructures in order to
prototype and validate their ideas.
Lessons learnt from various experiments help to ratify the standards. The testbeds also help as a catalyst
for deployment of advanced wireless systems. Hence it is essential to have experimental testbeds where
functional and end-to-end testing can be performed.
The Testbed WG is one component of the IEEE INGR project and will help collaborate with the existing
5G testbeds. The Testbed WG will interact with various existing testbeds and make those available to
the IEEE 5G community. This Testbed WG will collaborate with the vendor community and research
community and will expand upon the existing testbeds.
Some of the key deliverables from the Testbed WG will be to create recommendations and participate in
efforts to standardize functional testing, rapid prototyping, and proof-of-concept experimentation and
evaluation of various future networks at all communication layers. The objective is to also support
specifications for evaluation of various applications such as the Internet of Things (IoT), tactile Internet,
and augmented reality. This WG will inventory types of testbeds available in various parts of the world
and will serve as facilitator for setting up federated testbeds that will provide access to the IEEE
community to get access and run experiments. In order to fuel the testbed evolution, the Testbed WG
will continue to hold workshops and analyze various 5G, 6G and beyond use case scenarios.
In addition to informing the community on the capabilities and usage modalities of existing testbeds, the
workgroup also aims to solicit contributions and promote discussion on the future experimental
platforms as well as to facilitate discussions on co-development and co-deployment of future
experimental platforms.
The Testbed WG roadmap objectives include the following:
● Leverage IEEE community’s strong simulation, measurement, and calibration capabilities for
testbeds to develop testing standards and calibration methods
● Propose and drive development of (future) testbed requirements
● Collaborate with the vendor and research community to expand existing testbeds with the next
generation of technologies (as they become available)
● Inventory types of testbeds that are available, serve as facilitator for setting up testbed
federations and make them available to IEEE community
● Organize workshops related to future networks experimental aspects (including use case
scenarios, trials and proof-of-concept deployments)
● Create the IEEE Federation of Future Networks Testbeds covering all aspects of new technology
research, experimentation, and evaluation
The roadmap development initiative focuses on the short term, medium term, and long term as described
below:
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● Short Term (3 years): Develop a bank of data sets from each of the participating testbed and pilot
roll-out programs regarding technical challenges and relevant statistics and provide access to
R&D community to this data. This includes propagation data from private/public networks (if
available) as well as connectivity demand patterns, innovative use case validation, and
application-specific performance characteristic range definition for the technical (researcher,
innovator or industry) community
● Medium Term (5 years): Build up expected performance benchmark for beyond 5G networks
and work closely with the SBB WG. Propose new network architecture or key performance
indicators (KPIs) for 6G, etc., exploiting the knowledge gained from the federation of testbeds.
● Long Term (10 years): Testbed standards are established as well as facilitating researcher and
industrial community with experimental platforms for beyond 5G or 6G and beyond use cases
development and influence next generation network architecture definition

3.1.

Scope of Working Group Effort

For the 1st Edition roadmap, we were assessing the gaps in needs, the challenges, and existing solutions
versus those unknown, at a high level. For the 2021 edition, the working group has accumulated wider
stakeholders’ input towards the needs for a new set of driver metrics as well as challenges & potential
solutions towards achieving them.

3.2.

Linkages and Stakeholders

A number of both internal and external stakeholders have been identified. One of the primary goals
should be to expand collaborative efforts both within IEEE (An example is an IEEE Standards
Association (SA) and Future Networks Initiative collaboration) and outside. In particular, the WG needs
to identify modalities of industrial collaboration. How to ensure that testbeds get input from other
technology groups on their testing needs should receive the highest priority. The fact that different
verticals have very specific needs suggests that special attention has to be given to industry/individual
organizations inputs identifying the Testbed WG use cases.
The roadmap also identifies the need to connect the variety of testbeds around the world into “virtual
testing spaces.” At the same time, the problem of balance between open platforms and industry playerspecific (black box) platforms needs to be addressed. This includes capabilities of experimenting with
proprietary participant hardware and software. And finally, the WG should immediately start work on
identifying common testbed blocks/elements that can be identified as well as identifying well-defined
interfaces for experimentation/testing integration.
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(yellow color indicates direct contribution of the Testbed WG)

3.2.1. External Stakeholders
● Equipment Vendors—one of the main objectives for equipment vendors to participate in testbed
construction and operations is to satisfy the requirement to show interoperability at the neutral
“playgrounds,” especially before the formal standardization. Another objective is to enable
collaboration with the vendors and supplier community especially with regards to
donations/contributions of space, equipment and other resources donations from the industry.
● Network Operators—Agile development cycles drive the need for scaled experimentation in
order to evaluate technologies.
● Standardization Bodies—Need a place to evaluate and compare proposals.
● Academia—Due to ever-increasing complexity, researchers are increasingly relying on
experimentation for technology development and performance evaluation.
● Innovators—Cannot afford to build their own playgrounds
● Local/National Governments—Evaluation of societal benefits (that impact regulatory decisions)
● Military—Requires platform for dual-use technology evaluation.
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● Open-source Communities—Have a significant interest to increase the participation base by
adoption of common development grounds. Given the nature of this community, they also have
significant interest to develop features and capabilities
Other organizations to be engaged are the following:
● Future entertainment/gaming industry
● Manufacturers for automation
● Transportation for optimized energy saving
● Innovative health service provider
● Digital-twin service provider
● Educational institutions for measuring their instruction-based training
● Agri-tech industry
● Big data/innovative data
● Data center/cloud
● Advertisers for accessing real-time users’ behaviors
● SDOs like IEEE, ETSI, IETF
Standards that are needed to have an impact are the following:
● Service and network slicing
● Demand assignment of resources to the data
● Edge access for delay sensitive services
● Interfaces, management architectures
● Universal nature of sensing data (data format) Testbed critical enablers are the following:
● Programmable accelerators
● Artificial intelligence/machine learning (AI/ML)
● Data science
● Network protocols
● Collaboration with ETSI network function virtualization (NFV), and other SDOs
● Network function virtualization
● Data-sharing service level agreement (SLA) distributed ledger technology (DLT)
● Multi-layer and multi-modal security and authentication
Architectures and applications needs from the stakeholder’s point of view for testbeds include the
following:
● Software defined everything
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● Distributed web (redefining web technology and frameworks)
● Federation of private network
3.2.2. Internal Stakeholders
As can be seen in Figure 1, the identified internal stakeholders include all other INGR WGs. The main
objective in coordinating activities is to ensure that the Testbed WG gets input from other technology
groups on their testing needs.
3.2.2.1.

Standardization Working Group

● Develop standard building blocks (SBB) aspects that are not technology dependent.
● Articulate requirements for testing standard building blocks for particular technologies
conformance approval/testing (i.e., use testbeds to validate standards or classic standard
development organization (SDO) labs that underwrite?).
● We need more end-to-end testbeds: Efforts are lacking towards interoperability. Fostering venues
for discussing interoperability to accelerate to commercialization is needed. How to encourage
this and prove out what people have to offer? Other initiatives are restrictive and do not
demonstrate end-to-end.
● Capture current state: Build matrix on existing testbeds to identify gaps (started in World Forum)
from the SBB point of view.
● Identify how to standardize testbed cooperation.
● Identify other industries/communities that are doing this with respect to SBB. This is needed to
avoid community fragmentation, reduce duplication and complement efforts. Work towards the
ultimate goal of “Federation of Testbeds”.
● Collaborative work with international standardization bodies - e.g., ITU, ETSI, IEEE etc.
3.2.2.2.

mmWave Working Group

● Needs testing at component, cell and array level for mmWave devices and systems
● Define requirements for high bandwidth/heterogeneous signal processing platforms
● Provide support for experimentation with varied environments and client mobility
3.2.2.3.

Massive MIMO Working Group

● Define testing requirements for large scale base station and heterogeneous client platforms
● Needs support for experimentation with varied environments and client mobility
3.2.2.4.

Applications and Services Working Group

● Defines objectives for end-to-end experimentation
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● Needs federation spanning multiple testbeds
3.2.2.5.

Edge Automation Platform Working Group

● Define requirements, test configurations and objectives for experimentation with virtualization
platforms
● Needs both wired and wireless capabilities and low-latency physical layer support
3.2.2.6.

Satellite Working Group

● Needs expansion of existing testbeds into real deployments to support both terrestrial and nonterrestrial networks
3.2.2.7.

Security Working Group

● Identify the security needs for Testbed access (e.g., hackers, DOS attackers, etc.)
● Identify security mechanisms needed to prevent misuse of testbed, or malicious intent
● Give guidance for legitimate use and best practices for testbed security, for different use cases
● Resolve how to get federation security or cross-testbed security
● Identify testbed capabilities needed for security evaluation/experimentation
● Determine the traffic generation or simulation tools that are available to emulate various types of
attacks
This section describes some of the desired features of the testbed supporting the security working
group’s requirements. There are two aspects of security features that need to be considered while
building a testbed. The first one requires that the testbeds should be well equipped with appropriate
security controls to make sure that various security requirements are met, and the experiments are run
without any security breach. The testbed should have a proper authentication and encryption mechanism
in place to avoid any types of man-in-the-middle attack, eavesdropping type attack. The second aspect
involves equipping testbeds so that they can run various types of security related experiments such as
malware attacks, botnet-related attacks both in signaling and data plane. These testbeds should have the
ability to launch various types of attacks and should also be equipped to detect and mitigate the attacks
in a relatively quick manner. Hence, these testbeds should be well equipped with proper security
monitoring tools, emulation capabilities. In some cases, if all the testbed components are not available,
part of the testbed can be emulated resulting in a hybrid testbed. The security testbeds should be able to
perform both functional testing and proof-of-concept for various security use cases. If one specific
testbed is not capable of providing all the features, multiple testbeds can work in a federated manner to
provide the overall functionality. These testbeds should be able to support and experiment various 5G
security pillars including, SDN/NFV, Edge Cloud, Network Slicing, Cloud RAN among others. The
testbeds should be built to support the KPIs for 3-year, 5-year, and 10-year time periods as listed in the
Security working group document.
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3.2.2.8.

Hardware Working Group

● Start with (fully controllable) dedicated “table-top” testbeds
● Evolve with integration into large-scale, real-life testbeds while addressing repeatability and
deployment difficulties
● Testbed deployment needs to provide realistic test benchmarks and ability to support (standardsbased) power characterization and other figures of merit (FOMs) measurement tools.
3.2.2.9.

Deployment Working Group

There are a number of challenges to deploy a network, even if the resources and technical design is
available. For example, absence of clear guidance on electromagnetic field (EMF) exposure to human
and nature. The learning from testbeds/federated testbeds will/should be the primary source of input to
ease these challenges for relevant stakeholders. The following issues, that testbed should address, were
identified as:
● Health concerns need elaborative guidance
● Business and revenue model standardization
● Data sharing framework development
● Possibility of distributed web development & expansion
● Route to sustainability for new generation of network (context for capital expenditures/operating
expenditures (CAPEX/OPEX))
3.2.2.10.

Systems Optimization Working Group

This section describes some of the testbed requirements to prototype and validate Systems Optimization
WG’s related use cases. IEEE Future Networks Initiative (FNI) Systems Optimization Working Group is
working to define self-optimizing systems, identify key problems, and provide solutions based on
various tools ranging from machine learning, over autonomous decision-making solutions, to complex
systems theory and many others. There is a need to look into requirements for Testing E2E Services
such as E2E Network Slices that require the collaboration of multiple AMC (Autonomic Management &
Control) platforms to deliver E2E autonomic (closed-loop) service and security assurance across
network domains that belong to the same CSP (Communications Service Provider) or require multiple
CPSs’ partners’ AMC Platforms (Autonomics/AMC Domains) to collaborate/federate in delivering E2E
autonomic service and security assurance. A framework for federated testing of federated AMC using
federated testbeds is required. The testbeds should be able to test the system dependencies and deadlocks
associated with various atomic operations and micro-service-based architecture including handoffs. The
testbed should be able to provide the details of desired KPIs and associated trade-offs (e.g., security vs.
latency). The testbed should be equipped with technologies that can provide closed-loop automation
techniques and will allow the use of platform for development of proof-of-concept implementations of
various self-organizing systems. It is desirable to equip the testbed with various controls such as traffic
variance, control variance, and service variance. The testbeds should be built to support the KPIs for 3year, 5-year and 10-year time period as listed in the Systems Optimization document.
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3.2.2.11.

Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning Working Group

Network automation is expected to be one of the primary objectives of future generations of networks.
To attain this objective continual machine learning of the network resource requirement and operational
scenarios to be tested. These learning can lead towards Artificial intelligence for network automation.
To establish such AI, scalable test facilities to be attained.
3.2.2.12.

Connecting the Unconnected (CTU) Working Group

This section describes some of the desired features and requirements of CTU (Connecting The
Unconnected) working group. Connecting The Unconnected (CTU) working group within FNI
addresses humanitarian needs by explicitly architecting the future generations of networking to meet the
needs of the unconnected and under-connected. The (CTU) working group is looking into developing
projects that can take care of those 50% of the world (e.g., more than 3.5 billion people) that still do not
have broadband connectivity. The testbeds should be equipped with technologies that can be deployed in
rural and developing parts of the world where 5G technologies are not available yet. These testbeds can
be used to develop prototypes of various technologies and use cases that can eventually be deployed to
support humanitarian needs. As part of New Initiative activities, the CTU working group is now
working to organize competition in 2021 that will allow for the development of new technologies for the
unconnected and under-connected community around the world. The results from the survey conducted
by the Testbed Working group will determine the capabilities of various testbeds around the world. CTU
working group can use some of these testbeds to conduct various experiments related to the
humanitarian projects. Hence, it is important and will be useful to have a list of testbeds that can support
CTU projects using technologies such as Frugal 5G, TV White Space. The testbeds should be built to
support the KPIs for 3-year, 5-year, and 10-year time period as listed in CTU working group.

4. TODAY’S LANDSCAPE
● Existence of a large number of public 5G testbeds and trials as part of initiatives like 5GENESIS
and 5G-PPP in Europe, PAWR and NSC in the US, as well as numerous vendor and operator
trials around the world are currently being conducted
● In addition to new initiatives, there exists number of non-generation specific testbeds and
certification laboratories
● Fully disconnected/independent (even unaware of each other) collection of testbeds and
initiatives
● Three main, stakeholder groups: industrial, academic and standards/alliance compliance bodies
● Lack of standards
● Lack of interoperability events
● Lack of cooperation/federation
● Lack of common planning
● Small number of (fully public) testbeds
● Selected players with closed nature of interfaces
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● Lack of collaboration among government, public sector and educational institutions with
only (mostly in academic circles) exchange of ideas
This chaotic landscape is suggesting a need for an inventory of testbeds and trials and, even more
importantly, a need for a place for sharing of results, artifacts and experimental traces and data.

4.1.

Current State of Technology and Research

Current generation of network technology is mostly defined by 5G definition of eMBB, mMTC and
uRLLC driven use cases. Use cases are facilitated with a number of Physical layer innovations with
mmWave, Massive MIMO along with other layers of OSI. Testbed working group is aimed at being a
facilitator of integrating the KPI expected for future generation of networks at different layers of OSI
from different internal stakeholders with INGR working groups as well as external stakeholders. The
WG ambition is to also be able to direct experimenters towards the best possible testbed to evaluate such
KPIs within a (scalable) test ecosystem.

4.2.

Drivers and Technology Targets

Considering the recent 5G developments reported from the research and industrial community, shown in
the Reference Section, a provisionally proposed driver metric chart is summarized in the following table
[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17]. The table below shows a driver
metric roadmap for future generation networks as identified during the discussions with other working
groups.
Table 1. Proposed Driver Metric Chart (Color coded to the degree of difficulty)
DRIVER NAME

METRIC

PROJECTED METRIC

PROJECTED METRIC

PROJECTED METRIC

(CURRENT
STATE)

3-YEAR

5-YEAR

10-YEAR

Technology
development – low
latency (e2e)

5 ms

1 ms

100 μs

10 μs

Technology
development –
reliability

99.999%

99.9999%

-

99.99999%

Technology
development – data
rate

1 Gbps

2 Gbps

10 Gbps

100 Gbps

Technology
development –
scaling

1000 devices

10000 devices

20000 devices

100000 devices
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Use cases

MBB

eMBB

mMTC/URLLC

eURLLC

End-use hardware

Self-contained
computing
facilities

Hybrid computing access

On-demand computing
outsource to edge

New generation of Enduse hardware

End-use software

Manufacturer/
Federation
specific

Virtual Machine
dependency

High dependency on Edgecomputing/processing as
service resource
accessibility

Next Generation OS for
End-use devices

Spectrum

Sub 6 GHz,
mmWave for
fixed access,
Non-RF bands
(e.g., optical,
VLC) etc.

mmWave for mobile
access,
exploration of THz bands
(above 60 GHz),

exploration of THz bands
(above 100 GHz)

New THz bands

Data Sharing
platform (User,
application,
network)

Heterogeneous

Universal – by translation

Universal – by design

(creating guideline,
coalition)

( architecture)

Data monetization

Sparse

Data as a commodity/
spontaneous data demand

Data harvesting as business

Data economy ecosystem
( Block-chain/ML & AI
Powered)

Data labeling

Ad-hoc

Common standards for
experiment (and testbed
performance) data
collection and labeling

Global experimental data
sets archive creation

Fully autonomous
reference data sets
creation (ML/AI)

Security framework

NIST

Development of KPIs and
metrics

Standardization of security
assessment and mitigation
building blocks

Fully autonomous
security evaluation
(ML/AI)

Risk assessment &
management
(RA&M)

Ad-hoc

Development of KPIs and
risk assessment metrics

Development of RA&M
standards

Fully autonomous
alerting and reporting
evaluation (ML/AI)

Federation interface
standard

Ad-hoc /

Develop reference
architecture

Consensus development

Common practice
standards

Holistic approach to
resource
management (slice,
spectrum,
bandwidth, latency,
reliability, etc.)

p2p proxy

Individual
metric
optimization

( module-based
architecture definition)
Incremental expansion of
ML/AI use for resource
management; benchmark
standardization

Non-RF bands (e.g., optical,
VLC) etc.

( documented best practices
development )

Fully autonomous major
resources management
benchmarking framework
development (ML/AI)

By default ( AI powered,
fully automated)

Fully autonomous
arbitrary resources
management evaluation
at scale (ML/AI)
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Resilience

Ad-hoc

Development of KPIs and
evaluation scenarios;
benchmark
standardization and local
scale evaluation support

Development of KPI
evaluation building blocks
and global scale evaluation
support

Fully autonomous
resilience evaluation at
scale (ML/AI)

5. FUTURE STATE (2032)
Considerations for future network testbeds include the following:
● The blurring lines between testbeds and deployment
● Proprietary interfaces/behavior should be well documented
● On-demand, flexible configuration, sandboxing, and deployment
● Unified, collaborative standards development, with integrated sandbox for validation
10 years from now, the testbed landscape may include the following attributes:
● Distributed management mechanisms for testbeds. Interconnected using standard building
blocks.
● Accommodative of heterogenous functional (test) blocks. Again, seamlessly integrated using
standard interfaces.
● Single trigger point (which trickles impacts to different parts of the testbeds/system)
● Plug-in, interoperable, automated management
● 5G will be complemented with edge cloud for distributed data processing and security. Delay
sensitive applications start to take shape.
● Lead cycle from prototypes to deployment reduction
● Advantages of flexible underlying technologies that maximize resource efficiency
● Lesser manual involvement
Future impacts to the Beyond 5G industry and stakeholders have the following benefits:
● Openness
● Manageability
● Manner of support/debugging
● Hosting
● Identification of new business models
● Reduction of CAPEX/OPEX
For specific stakeholders, the most important objectives to achieve in 10 years are as follows:
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● Education, transportation, and health sectors will need to reinvent themselves
● Generating data in a standard format so that analysis can be done by 3rd parties
● Isolation and sharing mechanisms between components of the testbeds

5.1.

Vision of Future Technology

Working closely with internal and external stakeholders, testbed working group is developing the
following:
● Vision/Evolution & revolution (problem statement)
● Scenario (testbed, consortium)
● Distributed/ global (context/ thresholding) of testbed development
● Facilitation of compliance testing
● Interoperability/co-existence/inter-programmability among the testbeds
● Standard/pre-standard (e.g., ONAP/ORAN) testbed models
● Extendable architecture with the testbed
● Accessibility/ multi-operability
● Domain specific KPI mapping within the testbed
● Interface/protocol development
● Technology agnostics testbed definition and experimental set-up
● Performance measurement block towards standardization
● Reliability assessment for given use cases at different scale
● Plug & play nature within a testbed
● PoC development, test & evaluation
● Recommended practice to run an experiment within the testbed for future generation of networks

5.2.
Co-development of Reference Architecture for federated
testbeds
A number of testbeds around the world were developed either for a given use case or defined with a
given scale. The fact that both network characteristic and usage complexity are increasing exponentially,
is driving the need for future testbeds to be open to diverse experimental conditions as well as to assess
robustness within a scalable set-up. To facilitate this ITU has proposed the following reference
architecture [18]. This architecture was developed because of a proof-of-concept establishment of a
large worldwide federation of academic testbeds [19] [20]. A number of other proprietary testing
architectures offered by (mostly test equipment) vendors are also available [21]. The objective of the
IEEE FNI INGR is to work with the ITU to further develop and harmonize the proposed architecture.
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Figure 2. Testbed federation architecture overview [23]
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Figure 3. Proposed Elements of a Reference Model of Testbed Federation [18]
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Figure 4. Generic federated testbed model [18]

Figure 5. Specialization of the testbed domain concept [18]
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6. NEEDS, CHALLENGES, AND ENABLERS AND POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
6.1.

Summary

Evolving from 5G, the next generation network is expected to be use case driven, in contrast to 1G, 2G,
3G and 4G. Hence in-lab technology development and its usage validation within a scalable setting will
become crucial for faster technology adoption within specialized or heterogeneous network settings. As
the usage specialism requires complex network settings, it will be efficient if a federated approach of
testbeds can be attained. However, there exists a number of needs and challenges to achieve this. This
section reports the high-level challenges along with potential solutions to accelerate next generation
network development and adoption.
6.1.1. Measurement Standardization
Careful definition of KPIs and ways to measure these are to be agreed. A general consensus to be
defined, validated at different scales and proposed for standardization.
6.1.2. Testbed harmonization and federation
Considerations for harmonization and federation include the following:
● Steep learning curves are big impediment for experimenters
● Establishment of common federation of testbeds
● Authentication, authorization and access issues
● Difference in policies are big impediment for ease of use
● Testbed certification
● Establishment of the certification criteria
● Lack of incentives for testbed operators for initiative participation.
The range of challenges to be addressed under the topic of federation include:
1. Defining common semantics and/or vocabularies (including metrics): Needed to describe testbed
features and capabilities in order to support all aspects of testbed resource management
(specification, discovery and reservation). Diversity of resources requires the ability to describe
both experimenter needs and what a facility has to offer. Also required are services and/or
capabilities for matching these descriptions as well as mechanisms for guaranteeing timely
access.
2. Common and federated Authentication, Authorization and Accounting (AAA) mechanism and
services: One of the goals of the Testbed WG is to come up with a set of recommendations
and/or services for a Federated Identity Management (FIM) that are based on common set of
policies and open industry standards and/or openly published specifications.
3. Introduction and use of common control, management, and orchestration mechanisms and
APIs—This should include resource provisioning (both direct and/or orchestrated).
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4. Introduction of standards for data-sharing: Cataloging of existing mechanisms and services for
runtime data collection and storage ultimately leading to introduction of a common set of tools
and services for data processing and metadata tagging and archival.
5. Testbed operations monitoring: Identification of internal and external testbed monitoring
functions that include calibration, anomaly and equipment malfunction detection.
6.1.2.1.

Roadmap Timeline Chart

The Testbed WG released the online “Testbed Inventory Form” at https://goo.gl/m19p1N in order to
start the collection of relevant information as a first step towards creation of the inventory of testbeds.

6.2.

Testbed Clearing House – Need #1
Table 2. Testbed Clearing House Need #1

Name
Need 1

Current State (2020)
Testbed Clearing- House

3 years

5 years

Future State

(2023)

(2025)

10-years (2030)

A semantic-based testbed inventory with
overview of capabilities

Automated testbed crawler

–

6.2.1. Challenges
Table 3. Challenges Associated with "Need #1"
Near-term Challenges: 2022-2025

Description

Mechanisms for collecting
information

A consent mechanism from the testbed management board as well as data management plan

Mid-term Challenges: 2026-2027

Description

Semantic description of (existing
and) upcoming technologies

Proactive description of the in-lab technology to be tested and building collaborative agreement.

Open API for Testbed

Specifies an open API enabling interconnection and interoperability among different testbeds;

Long-term Challenges: 2028-2032

Description

Testbed registration mechanisms

Once the federation mechanism is agreed, registration (certification and integration) of a
participating testbed towards large scale experimentation.

6.2.2. Potential Solutions
Table 4. Potential Solutions to Address "Need #1"
Near-term Challenges: 2022-2025

Potential Solutions to Near-Term Challenges

Mechanisms for collecting
information

WG members input Portal for testbed self-registration

Mid-term Challenges: 2026-2027

Description

Semantic description of (existing
and) upcoming technologies

Semantic tools research

Open API for Testbed

The following requirements to be ensured for the Testbeds Federation API:
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Management of the testbeds and their resources towards the testbed federation, Data encryption,
Authentication and authorization, Mandatory and optional arguments passed in the methods,
Versioning of the API, Extensibility of the API, Portability ( bi-directional), Unique identifiers
used across the API, Standardized communication protocol, Interoperability, Abstraction of the
heterogeneous technologies and communication protocols under test, Openness of the API
Long-term Challenges: 2028-2032

Description

Testbed registration mechanisms

Policy development and harmonization

6.3.

Testbed Harmonization - Need #2
Table 5. Testbed Harmonization Need #2

Name
Need #2

Current State (2020)

3 years

5 years

Future State

(2023)

(2025)

10-years (2030)

Testbed harmonization Testbed component and
operation harmonization

Federation of testbeds (including Common testbed platform development
common AAA and tools sharing) and integration

6.3.1. Challenges
Table 6. Challenges Associated with "Need #2"
Near-term Challenges: 2022-2025

Description

Multiple disjointed testbeds
serving particular verticals with
domain specific implementations

Development of testbeds with the same scale, characteristics for similar use cases in different
geographical locations. the resources can be used more efficiently for the global research community
with appropriate federation platforms.

Diversity of testbeds and usage
models
Mid-term Challenges: 2026-2027

Description

Standardization of common
elements enabling federation and
tools sharing.

Provides reference metrics to be standardized in terms of data format, in order to ease the integration
and interoperability of testbeds

Long-term Challenges: 2028-2032

Description

Support for large number of
technologies and applications

Descriptive Text

6.3.2. Potential Solutions
Table 7. Potential Solutions to Address "Need #2"
Near-term Challenges: 2022-2025

Potential Solutions to Near-Term Challenges

Multiple disjointed testbeds
serving particular verticals with
domain specific implementation

Conferences, workshops and other (face-to-face and online) meetings

Diversity of testbeds and usage
model

Identify common elements, develop guidelines, policies and pre- standardization documents

Mid-term Challenges: 2026-2027

Potential Solutions to Mid-term Challenges
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Identify common elements,
develop guidelines, policies and
pre- standardization documents

Development of services that are pluggable to allow customization for particular verticals and new
technologies.

Long-term Challenges: 2028-2032

Potential Solutions to Long-term Challenges

Support for large number of
technologies and application

Standard testbed core services are used for most emerging testbed deployments; existing testbeds are
retrofitted to common core.

7. STANDARDIZATION OPPORTUNITIES
Increasing the data rate, lowering the latency, and increasing the connectivity-density has driven 5G
network standardization. The next generation network standard will consider enhanced versions of these
three aspects as well as improvements of other qualitative measures. Such qualitative measures will
include network flexibility, scalability, interoperability, degree of heterogeneity, ease of intra/interspectral handover, mobility management, ease of data handling & sharing, cyber-physical security and
network resilience. Achieving these will require clear benchmark definitions, topology/protocol
development and respective validation. Participation in large-scale experiments with diverse network
definition, will create opportunity for a testbed federation(s) to report their findings to standardization
bodies e.g., ITU, ETSI, IEEE. This is to be achieved with the presentation of the results of interactions
with Standardization Building Blocks working group, highlighting potential areas for standardization,
development of applicable standards, or by closing gaps in the current standards.

8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
8.1.

Summary of Conclusions

Over the last decade, a significant number of testbeds has been developed around the world. This has
varied from different scale, application focus, and geographic importance. The lessons learned from the
deployment and operation of these testbeds have been shared to the academic as well as the industrial
community via published works in international conferences and journal papers; often reported only
within the consortium website, and in most cases only if they are publicly funded projects. This has
delayed the dissemination of the knowledge to a wider community especially in order to optimize
testbeds to better support commercial product and application development.
As the future network is anticipated to be use-case driven, dissemination of learning from scalable test
environments is crucial for acceleration of the knowledge to commercial productization as well as
defining global standards for the solution. The INGR Testbed WG was initiated to exploit IEEE’s global
reach to facilitate knowledge-sharing among the global testbeds (existing, as well as future networks) to
accelerate standardization for the relevant entity of the network. One of the major aims of this initiative
is to define each of the future network attributes and challenges universally with a global context. In
doing so, the working group has proposed to create a global testbed inventory, each with specialist
attributes defined by the testbed coordinator. The member testbed will have full freedom to opt-out for
data sharing. However, for participant testbeds who are interested in sharing their learning proactively,
the INGR Testbed WG intends to broker these facilities to other interested parties to accelerate the
scoping of the INGR initiative.
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8.2.

Working Group Recommendations

To overcome the existing technology gaps, the INGR Testbed WG recommends the following ways
forward to the global research community, as shown in the table below.
Table 8. Proposed Driver Metric Chart
Technology Gaps

Potential Way Forward

Lack of Scale

PPP (Government, industry and academia cooperation; cooperative approach from the existing
testbeds)

Proliferation of specialized (vertically)
testbeds without common elements

Cooperative approach from the existing testbeds; open-source contribution, workshops for
engagement, and professional community engagement)

Lack of 5G feature (eMBB, mMTC, URLLC) Open-source hardware and software platform, (white-box component from OEM or
optimized experimentation platform
equivalent)
Lack of inter-testbed cooperation

Introduction of certification on testbed vertical compliance and interoperability to promote
cooperation and component reuse.

Lack of use cases

Public events, such as hackathons, exhibitions, school level and university (UG/G/PG)
research promotion in partnership with industry.

Lack of platform for universal data sharing

Promotion and demonstration of the value/requirement of the data generated from users,
applications and networks; develop technology and business models for data sharing along
with standard (certain level of commonality, while generating or offline translation between
different data set formats)

Lack of skills, experimental testbed to help
the companies to collaborate and develop
proof-of-concept.

Establish dedicated testbed for skill enhancement.

8.3.

IEEE provides online webinars to facilitate live events, if possible from a testbed site.

Future Work

Testbed working group is in the process of creating a directory of communication and networking
testbeds to maximize national and international collaboration. The survey is available at the IEEE INGR
Testbed Working Group website at https://futurenetworks.ieee.org/testbeds. By leveraging the IEEE
community, the directory of testbeds and instrumentation can be used to showcase platforms currently
available for use and what their specifications and capabilities are. Such a directory will also identify
gaps in availability and capabilities. When implemented, the directory aims to provide:
● Visibility to the many available testbeds with aim at increasing their usage
● Access to and development of interesting experiments for 5G and beyond that utilize multiple
testbeds, including scaling up or combining special resources (e.g., wireless robots)
● Collaboration between testbed users and developers across the various platforms, to improve
current testing and expand the scale to include the next generation of technologies
● Establish a community of researchers addressing the issues associated with 5G and beyond
testbeds. This community can be leveraged to drive the evolution of testbed requirements and
other experimental aspects, including use cases.
As part of FNIC, IEEE is also in the process of exploring an end-to-end virtual testbed to facilitate
functional testing, proof-of-concept, or rapid prototyping and provide a platform.
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9. PRELIMINARY SURVEY RESULTS
An illustration of statistical data that are being collected as part of the testbed working group survey is
shown in Table 9.
Table 9. Preliminary Survey Results

Main Experimentation Focus Area(s)
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12. ACRONYMS/ABBREVIATIONS
Term

Definition

1G-4G

First Generation to Fourth Generation

3GPP

Third Generation Partnership Project

5G

Fifth Generation

AAA

Authentication, Authorization and Accounting

ACK/NAK

Acknowledgment/Negative Acknowledgment

AI

Artificial Intelligence

API

Application Programming Interface

B2B

Business to Business

B2C

Business to Consumer

BS

Base Station

BSS

Business Support System

CAPEX

Capital Expenditure

CDMA

Code Division Multiple Access

CN

Core Network

COTS

Commercial Off-The-Shelf

CP

Control Plane

C/U

Control Plane / User Plane

D2D

Device to Device

DevOps

Development and Information Technology Operations

DFT-s-OFDM

Discrete Fourier Transform Spread Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing

DL

Downlink

DLT

Distributed Ledger Technology

EAP

Edge Automation Platform

eMBB

Enhanced Mobile Broadband

EMF

Electromagnetic Field

eNB

Evolved Node B

EPC

Evolved Packet Core

ETSI

European Telecommunications Standards Institute

FDD

Frequency-Division Duplex

FDMA

Frequency Division Multiple Access

GHz

Gigahertz
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GSMA

GSM (Groupe Speciale Mobile) Association

HIR

Heterogeneous Integration Roadmap

IEEE

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

IETF

Internet Engineering Task Force

IMS

IP Multi-Media Subsystem

IoT

Internet of Things

IP

Internet Protocol

IRDS

International Roadmap for Devices and Systems

ISG

Industrial Specification Group

ISP

Internet Service Provider

ITS

Intelligent Transport System

ITU

International Telecommunication Union

ITU-T

ITU Telecommunication Standardization Sector

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

LAA

Licensed Assisted Access

LDPC

Low-Density Parity-Check

LTE

Long-Term Evolution

M2M

Machine to Machine

MAC

Medium Access Control

MANO

Management and Orchestration

MEC

Multi-Access Edge Cloud

MIMO

Multiple Input, Multiple Output

ML

Machine Learning

mMTC

Massive Machine-Type Communication

mmWave

Millimeter Wave

MR

Merged Reality

MVNO

Mobile Virtual Network Operators

NaaS

Network as a Service

NF

Network Function

NFV

Network Function Virtualization

NGMN

Next Generation Mobile Networks

NGC

Next Generation Core

NOMA

Non-Orthogonal Multiple Accesses

NR

New Radio
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NS

Network Slicing

NSA

Non-Standalone

OEC

Open Edge Computing

OFDM

Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing

OMEC

Open Mobile Edge Cloud

OPEX

Operational Expenditure

OPNFV

Open Platform Network Virtualization

OSS

Operational Support System

OTT

Over The Top

PGW

Packet Gateway

PHY

Physical Layer

PoC

Proof of Concept

QoS

Quality of Service

RAN

Radio Access Network

RE

Range Extension

RSRP

Reference Signal Received Power

SDN

Software Defined Network

SDO

Standards Developing Organization Or Standards Development Organization

SIM

Subscriber Identification Module

SLA

Service Level Agreements

SON

Self-Optimizing Network

TDD

Time-Division Duplex

TDMA

Time Division Multiple Access

TSDSI

Telecommunications Standards Development Society India

TTI

Transmission Time Interval

UAV

Autonomous Aerial Vehicles

UE

User Equipment

UL

Uplink

UP

User Plane

URLLC

Ultra-Reliability Low Latency Connection

eURLLC

Ultra-Reliability Ultra Latency Connection

V2I

Vehicle to Infrastructure

V2V

Vehicle to Vehicle

vEPC

Virtual Evolved Packet Core
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VNF

Virtual Network Function

WRC

World Radiocommunication Conferences

WG

Working Group
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ANTITRUST STATEMENT
Generally speaking, most of the world prohibits agreements and certain other activities that unreasonably restrain trade. The
IEEE Future Networks Initiative follows the Anti-trust and Competition policy set forth by the IEEE Standards Association
(IEEE-SA). That policy can be found at https://standards.ieee.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/antitrust.pdf
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